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■ Building Green

Sea-water heating and cooling
Innovative Newfoundland project demonstrates energy
savings for seaside developments

Sea-water will provide primary
heating and cooling for this
St. John’s office complex.

By Bruce Nagy

The concept is simple; execution was anything but.

The hydronic side of the system is relatively straightforward.
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With a projected gross domestic
product (GDP) increase of about 3.4
percent, employment, industry, tourism,
hotel rooms, arts and culture are all
growing quickly in Newfoundland and
its capital, St. John’s, accompanied by a
number of new downtown buildings in
the harbour area.
These include an innovative sea-water
cooling-heating project on Water Street
that resulted from collaboration between
increasingly visible progressive companies
that are gaining momentum in the city.
The province’s booming economy is
fuelled mostly by oil and gas exports,
but in the near future electricity will
come mostly from renewables, including
hydro from new initiatives like the
Lower Churchill project, and from offshore wind.
The main source of cooling and
heating energy at Three Fifty One (351
Water Street) will also be renewable, as
described by engineer Tony Costello of
Stantec Inc., a key designer of the system.
It includes modern techniques that
expand deep-water cooling possibilities
beyond fresh water, and hold promise for
seaside buildings all over the world.
The project is about 150,330 square
metres (165,000 sq. ft.) of premium office
space on six stories. Below these are six
more stories of parking and a retail plaza
at street level. Modern glazing and
envelope practices will contribute to
energy savings and the building is
expected to be LEED Gold certified.

torpedo pumps and stainless steel piping
that limit corrosion in high saline
conditions. Shop-welded stainless steel
pipe (thin walled) is actually used more
than usual through the building because
it is now seen as competing well on cost
with
mild
carbon
steel
for
heating/cooling applications; and for
plumbing duty as compared with plastic,
copper and cast iron.
Perhaps more important, a new
innovation for raw water filtering was
used below the parking structure. This
method was tried by Stantec on smaller
projects and tested for applicability in St.
John’s. It helps reduce suspended solids
and improves performance of the energy
exchangers.
It involved drilling a large hole about
11 metres deep with a casing, then
inserting a smaller pipe with a well
screen, and then filling the annular space
with an engineered pea stone. The outer
sleeve is then partly pulled up. Engineers
say the system tests positively to 500 U.S.
GPM and the water is very clear.
“The idea of using St. John’s harbor
as a pumped source sink would not be
feasible if not for the recent harbor
clean-up and sewage treatment projects
by the municipality,” says Costello.
Even still, if not for the special filter it
would have remained risky “due to the
fouling potential with harbor water.”
Two wide mouth plate and frame heat
exchangers isolate the chiller/heat
pump water from the raw water. The
entire system is charged with 35
percent propylene glycol.

How it works

Pumping heat

The building is located on low-lying
man-made land, so three wells that were
drilled essentially straight down take
advantage of sea water as a heat sink or
source of heat energy.
The most obvious requirement of the
project is the need to use stainless steel

At the heart of the system are seven 50ton modular Trane/ Multistack heat
pump units. They generate heating water
at 140ºF and chilled water as well. Energy
is recycled through the refrigeration loop
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and rejected or collected as required from a third
loop; the source loop, connected to the harbor through
the three wells. Costello notes that harbour tidal action
avoids thermocline extremes and may keep
temperatures predictable. Water is discharged into an
abandoned storm sewer.
Heat is provided throughout by low temperature
baseboard hydronics, with unit and cabinet heaters
scattered as required. Conventional fin tube encircles
each floor in architectural enclosures with linear grilles
on top of the post-formed stools.
There is also a central exhaust air-handling unit
equipped with a coil to recover energy from the exhaust
streams. Fresh air is provided through a dedicated
outdoor air unit which is complete with a “cooling” coil
for free airside cooling of the glycol loop and a heating
coil to preheat air to 5ºC before it is introduced into the
compartmental units.
Each floor is equipped with two compartmental units,
one serving the perimeter zones and the other for the
interior. It is hoped the supply air temperature can be reset
on the interior zones to increase ventilation effectiveness.

All thermal zones have individual variable air volume
(VAV) boxes and the top and bottom floors have reheat
coils in these boxes. The compartmental units have
cooling coils only. Humidification is provided at the
central unit with conventional electric resistance
bottles—all small in size.
The system also makes it easy for excess heat energy
from tenant data centres to be collected and recycled
through the heat pumps. In addition there is an
opportunity to do free water-side cooling when
conditions permit and when only minimal heating is
required.
Two 400-kilowatt electric boilers can top up the
temperature if required during the cold, windy St. John’s
winters; although St. John’s actually has one of the
mildest climates in the country after Victoria and
Vancouver. There are also two dry fluid coolers installed
on the roof to provide 100 percent heat rejection in the
event the harbor interface is out of service.

Sound economics
The system is designed so that any two of the three wells
can manage heating and cooling load. Sizing was based
on a net present worth analysis, so 40 percent of the plant
can provide for 90 percent of the bin temperature hours.
This satisfied the developers, East Port Properties,
which seeks sound economics, undertakes enhanced
commissioning for energy optimization, and has long
pushed for superior indoor air quality in its projects.
“We are investing people’s pension money and we do it
responsibly,” says East Port president John Lindsay.

Asked if green buildings attract tenants more quickly,
he responds: “Yes, tenants prefer healthy and sustainable
buildings. But good indoor air quality isn’t something
you should say you are proud of. It should be something
you just do, and that’s why we were the first builders in
Atlantic Canada to do full air quality assessments. We
believe in them.” Tenancies are finalized for most of the
Water Street project, which will open this winter and be
occupied soon afterwards.
As seems typical in Atlantic Canada, Lindsay, Costello
and Flynn all remain low key, modest and speak frankly
about challenges and achievements alike. They describe
unexpected city demands and slowdowns due to extra
care required with caisson work below ground in the
harbor. They soft peddle the many impressive
efficiencies in a system that truly represents the state-ofthe-art in sea-water cooling and heating.
It’s appropriate that this landmark project would
emerge during the good times in Newfoundland.
Residents have a saying: “Wait a fair wind, and you’ll get
one.” It looks like Newfoundland finally got their welldeserved fair wind. ✚

Bruce Nagy is a Toronto-based
freelance writer that reports on green
technologies and solutions.
He can be reached at
bruce.nagy@rogers.com.
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